Coping with Covid
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Positive Action Group

From the beginning of the first Coronavirus outbreak in China in late 2019, the UK government has been largely responsible for implementing the top tier of the government’s response to a unique situation - a pandemic of a totally new disease.

The Positive Action Group is delighted that both ministers have agreed to address one of their regular public meetings on Monday July 26th at the Manx Legion, Market Hill in Douglas, starting at 7.30pm.

Mr A师生 and Dr. King will explain how the plans to manage and control the virus were made and implemented.

These plans affected everybody on the Island and the Positive Action Group anticipate a lot of interest in this evening.

Monday July 26th at the Manx Legion, Market Hill in Douglas, starting at 7.30pm.

Free Admission - Open to all

The Positive Action Group was set up to promote awareness and understanding of politics and citizenship on the Island, on Facebook groups.